FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Tensor Installs 28 New Press Units
at One of Kuwait’s Top Dailies
WOODRIDGE, ILLINOIS, USA — October 9, 2014 — Tensor International LLC, a U.S. manufacturer of
single-width web offset press equipment, is pleased to announce the sale and current installation of a
new press line to Al-Anbaa Newspaper in the Kuwait City-Shuwaikh Area of Kuwait.
Installation of the 28 new press units has begun and the press is expected to be fully commissioned
this December. The press consists of Tensor T-1400 press units, an H-50 folder and 10 splicers. One
of the 4-high towers is equipped with UV. The press will be driven by a DCOS shaftless drive system
and is also nicely equipped with remote inking and brush dampening.
Mike Pavone, Tensor’s Chief Operating Officer and VP of Sales said, “We are very pleased that Al-Anbaa
Newspaper, a new client for us, chose Tensor as its press supplier. We have excellent local support for
fast response, and our press equipment is well known in this region for its superior design and
durability. We are looking forward to working further with Al-Anbaa as it expands its operations over
the years.”
Tensor press offering information can be found at www.ustensor.com. Also, visit Tensor’s booth at
this year’s WPE in Amsterdam, Stand 11.260, to discover how Tensor can assist you with your singlewidth printing solution.
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About Al-Anbaa Newspaper
Al-Anbaa, an Arabic language Kuwaiti daily newspaper founded in 1976, is ranked within the top three
of circulation for newspapers in Kuwait. With a comprehensive innovation process underway,
including building readers’ trust, and editing, marketing and publicity strategies, Al-Anbaa enjoys a
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highly regarded status within Kuwait and continues expanding its offerings and readership. The paper
is owned and published by Bab Al-Kuwait Press Co.
About AH Tensor International LLC
Tensor International was created in early 2012 by combining the synergy and design innovation
knowledge of key former employees of Tensor Group with DCOS, a premier innovator and major
printing industry automation supplier. This combination of strengths makes Tensor International
unique in the single-wide, single-round press market and allows the company to offer press packages
that provide outstanding ROI and reliability throughout the expected life cycle of the press.
Tensor’s semi-commercial, insert and newspaper press equipment is valued worldwide for
incomparable durability, quality and user-friendliness. Tensor manufactures its single-width press
equipment and related parts exclusively in the United States and retains a worldwide network of
dealers to support its sales, service and marketing efforts.
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